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Thomas Ruffin, circa 1860-1870. Chief
Justice of the Supreme Court of North
Carolina from 1833-1852. Image from the
North Carolina Museum of History.  [2]Hoke v. Henderson, a case decided by the North Carolina Supreme Court [3]

in 1834 in an opinion by Chief Justice Thomas Ruffin, held that state offices were a form of property, and that officeholders
were therefore protected by the state constitution [4] against arbitrary removal by the legislature [5]. Although the legal
argument was eventually rejected by the courts of every other state and by the federal courts, Hoke remained the law in
North Carolina throughout the nineteenth century, being often reaffirmed. In the late 1890s, as political power shifted from
the Democrats [6]to the "Fusion" of Republicans and Populists [7], then back to the Democrats, Hoke was invoked to protect
officeholders against ouster. Reliance on that precedent by two justices of the state supreme court became, in fact, one of
the grounds for their impeachment in 1901 [8]. Although finally overruled in 1903, Hoke remains a classic statement of
judicial independence.
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